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Summary
Background: In bright light, mammals use a distinct photopig-
ment (melanopsin) to measure irradiance for centrally medi-
ated responses such as circadian entrainment. We aimed to
determine whether the information generated by melanopsin
is also used by the visual system as a signal for light adapta-
tion. To this end, we compared retinal and thalamic responses
to a range of artificial and natural visual stimuli presented using
spectral compositions that either approximate the mouse’s
experience of natural daylight (‘‘daylight’’) or are selectively
depleted of wavelengths to which melanopsin is most sensi-
tive (‘‘mel-low’’).
Results: We found reproducible and reversible changes in the
flash electroretinogrambetweendaylight andmel-low. Simulta-
neous recording in the dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus (dLGN)
revealed that these reflectchanges in featureselectivityofvisual
circuits in both temporal and spatial dimensions. A substantial
fraction of units preferred finer spatial patterns in the daylight
condition, while the population of direction-sensitive units
became tuned to faster motion. The dLGN contained a richer,
more reliable encoding of natural scenes in the daylight condi-
tion. These effects were absent in mice lacking melanopsin.
Conclusions: The feature selectivity of many neurons in the
mouse dLGN is adjusted according to a melanopsin-depen-
dent measure of environmental brightness. These changes
originate, at least in part, within the retina. Melanopsin per-
forms a role analogous to a photographer’s light meter,
providing an independent measure of irradiance that deter-
mines optimal setting for visual circuits.Introduction
The visual system is charged with encoding visual information
across the >109-fold change in background light intensity from
starlight to cloudless midday. The switch between rod- and
cone-based vision and adjustments in photoreceptor sensi-
tivity are central to meeting this challenge. However, the
behavior of circuits in the retina is also critical, withmultiple ex-
amples of visual signals being shifted between parallel path-
ways with different computational characteristics, and of the
behavior of individual elements within these pathways chang-
ing as a function of irradiance [1, 2]. Such network changes do
not merely adjust sensitivity and avoid saturation, but optimize
circuit behavior to ensure efficient extraction of visual informa-
tion (see [3, 4]).*Correspondence: annette.allen@manchester.ac.uk (A.E.A.), robert.lucas@
manchester.ac.uk (R.J.L.)
This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/).Effective adaptation relies upon an accuratemeasure of light
intensity. One might expect that adaptation state would be
defined by the most accurate available measure of irradiance;
under many circumstances, this is provided by a particular
class of retinal ganglion cell [5–8]. These intrinsically photo-
sensitive retinal ganglion cells (ipRGCs) have their own mela-
nopsin-dependent phototransduction mechanism [9–11], and
employ this, along with extrinsic signals originating with rods
and cones, to encode light levels overmany decimal orders [6].
The information generated by ipRGCs is exported to the
brain where it entrains circadian clocks and sets physiological
andbehavioral states [12, 13]. The hypothesis that ipRGCsalso
provide irradiance information to the retina contradicts a stan-
dard assumption of retinal function that information flows via
ganglion cells to the brain, but not back into the retina. How-
ever, there is a growing body of evidence that ipRGCs do not
obey this rule. In 2002, it was shown that a diurnal rhythm in
an aspect of the human cone electroretinogram (ERG) may
be regulated by a photoreceptor with melanopsin-like spectral
sensitivity [14]. Thiswas followedbydata that revealed ipRGCs
make gap-junction connections with neighboring amacrine
cells [15, 16] and send axon collaterals to the retinal inner plex-
iform layer [17]. Meanwhile, there is also physiological evi-
dence that ipRGCs excite dopaminergic amacrine cells, which
themselves are influential modulators of retinal circuitry [18].
Establishing whether aspects of network light adaptation
really are driven by ipRGCs and what impact (if any) this has
on visual function is technically challenging. Historically, the
starting point for assigning functions to ipRGCs has been elim-
inating rod and cone photoreception using genetic or pharma-
cological approaches [19, 20]. However, such preparations are
ill suited to revealing ipRGC influences on conventional vision.
Comparing visual responses of wild-type and melanopsin
knockout mice could be more informative, but interpreting
such data is complicated by evidence that retinal development
and retinal circadian rhythms are disrupted in animals lacking
melanopsin [21–24].
Here, we therefore set out to explore ipRGC influences on
visual responses in animals with an intact retina. Our approach
adopts the ideas of metamerism and receptor silent substitu-
tion from the field of human psychophysics. In brief, we em-
ployed a transgenic mouse (Opn1mwR [25]) in which the
spectral sensitivity of cone photoreceptors is substantially
shifted compared to that of melanopsin. Using a multispectral
light source, we were able to produce background lighting
conditions that were equivalent for cones but differed sub-
stantially in their effective photon flux for melanopsin. We
found substantial differences in retinal and thalamic responses
to visual stimuli presented under these two conditions. These
differences could be explained, at least in part, by changes in
visual feature selectivity of individual units and were associ-
ated with alterations in the dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus’
(dLGN’s) ability to encode natural scenes.
Results
Mouse Cone Metamers
Our strategy for determining whether melanopsin modulates
vision was to compare responses to the same visual stimuli
Figure 1. Polyspectral Stimuli Allowing Independent Control of Irradiance as Experienced by Cones versus Melanopsin
(A–H) To ensure that some of our stimuli approximated the mouse’s experience of natural light, we recorded spectral irradiance in an urban scene (A) in
Manchester over a dusk transition. The resultant spectral power distributions (B, black line shows data for solar angle 11.2) were multiplied by spectral
efficiencies of mouse SWS opsin, melanopsin, rod opsin, and MWS opsin (purple, blue, gray, and green lines, respectively) to calculate effective corneal
irradiance in photons/cm2/s for each photopigment over a range of solar angles (C). To allow independent modulation of cone opsins versus melanopsin,
these experiments employed Opn1mwR mice in which mouse MWS opsin is replaced by red-shifted human LWS cone opsin (red dotted line in B). A three
primary LED light source (peak emission at 365, 460, and 600 nm) produced four spectrally distinct stimuli shown in (D) with log10 effective photon fluxes for
each photopigment in inset. Spectra 1 and 2 approximated the mouse’s experience of natural light at solar angle +8, while spectra 3 and 4 were selectively
denuded of thosewavelengths towhichmelanopsin ismost sensitive. The individual elements of these daylight andmel-low stimulus pairswere designed to
be rod and melanopsin isoluminant but to differ in effective irradiance for SWS opsin and LWS opsin. By contrast, spectra 1 and 3 and spectra 2 and 4 were
designed to be cone isoluminant but to differ substantially in effective photon flux for melanopsin and rods. As a result, switching from either spectrum 1 to 2
or spectrum 3 to 4 produced a 58% Michelson contrast step to cones presented against backgrounds differing substantially in effective photon flux for
rods and melanopsin. This was validated by measuring ERG responses to 200 repeats of 1 Hz, 50 ms transitions from either spectrum 1 to 2 and back again
(daylight) or spectrum 3 to 4 and back (mel-low). Two control ERG measurements were made in response to daylight and mel-low stimuli: (1) in Opn1mwR
mice at amoderate intensity (100-fold dimmer thanmaximum and hence with reducedmelanopsin excitation; E and F) and (2) inOpn42/2;Opn1mwRmice at
the maximum intensity (G and H). (E) and (G) show representative traces in daylight (black traces) and mel-low (blue traces); arrow indicates time of flash.
Scale bars, 100ms (x); 40 mV (y). Population response amplitudes are plotted in (F) and (H). Data were comparedwith paired t tests. In each control condition,
responses to daylight and mel-low had equivalent amplitudes (p > 0.05).
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2482presented against backgrounds appearing equivalent to
conventional photoreceptors but differing substantially in
effective irradiance for melanopsin. Given the similar spectral
sensitivity of mouse medium-wavelength-sensitive (MWS)
cone opsin and melanopsin (Figure 1B), to achieve this we
employed transgenic mice (Opn1mwR) with a fully intact
visual system but in which the red-shifted human long-wave-
length-sensitive (LWS) cone opsin is knocked into the
MWS cone opsin locus [25] (Figure 1B). A bespoke light
source in which the output of three spectrally distinct light-
emitting diodes (LEDs) could be independently modulated
allowed great scope for generating spectra differing in
melanopsin effective photon flux but predicted to be isolumi-
nant (‘‘metameric’’) for short-wavelength-sensitive (SWS) and
LWS cone opsins.From spectra matching this requirement, we chose two
pairs (Figure 1D) that could be used to generate a 50ms ‘‘flash’’
(stimuli 2 and 4) presented against backgrounds differing in
melanopsin photon flux (stimuli 1 and 3). These combinations
had the following characteristics. (1) The flash should be
visible to cones but not rods or melanopsin. We were inter-
ested in modulatory rather than direct contributions of mela-
nopsin to flash responses and thus aimed to make the
elements of each background and flash combinationmelanop-
sin isoluminant. By working at high irradiances, we hoped to
minimize rod influences on our recordings. Nevertheless, as
a further precaution, we set background and flash elements
to be rod isoluminant. (2) The cone experience of the flash
stimulus should be equivalent for the two pairs. Setting both
backgrounds and both flashes isoluminant for both SWS and
Figure 2. Melanopsin-Dependent Changes in the
Cone ERG
(A and B) ERG traces (A) from a representative
Opn1mwR mouse to 200 repeats of 1 Hz, 50 ms
daylight (black traces) or mel-low (blue traces)
flashes at maximum intensity (irradiances as in
Figure 1D). Arrow indicates time of flash. Scale
bars, 100 ms (x); 40 mV (y). The increase in
b-wave amplitude apparent in the mel-low condi-
tion in this representative trace was observed in
all seven Opn1mwR mice for which data were re-
corded (B, black symbols represent b-wave
amplitude in daylight condition and blue circles
in mel-low condition; paired t test, p > 0.001).
(C) The change in ERG b-wave occurred gradu-
ally following the switch from mel-low to daylight
conditions. Data show mean 6 SEM of b-wave
amplitude to 180 repeats of the 1 Hz flash stim-
ulus in seven mice. These data were collected
in parallel with those for Opn42/2;Opn1mwR
data shown in Figure S2A and compared by
two-way ANOVA (significant effects of genotype
and genotype-time interactions [p < 0.05]; post
hoc Bonferroni multiple comparisons tests
against Opn1mwR at time zero revealed signifi-
cant differences for daylight recordings after
approximately 9 min [*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p <
0.001]).
(D and E) Transitions from mel-low to daylight
and then back again confirmed that the changes
in response were reversible; shown for ERG
traces from a representative mouse (D) and for
normalized b-wave amplitude from six mice (E; mean 6 SEM; one-way ANOVA with a post hoc Bonferroni multiple comparisons test: mel-low versus
daylight, p < 0.05; mel-low versus mel-low [recovery], p > 0.05).
(F and G) The contrast response relationship differed between daylight and mel-low conditions. ERG traces (F) from a representative mouse exposed to
variants of daylight and mel-low stimuli in which the increase in effective cone excitation of the flash (spectra 2 and 4) was altered (Michelson contrasts
provided at right) while maintaining rod and melanopsin isoluminance. Scale bars, 100 ms (x); 20 mV (y). Population contrast response relationships (G)
were produced by plotting mean 6 SEM b-wave amplitude (normalized to 1 = the maximum recorded for that mouse under any condition; n = 6) against
flash cone contrast revealed differences between conditions (F-test comparisons of sigmoidal fits to data; curves for mel-low and daylight conditions
are significantly different [p < 0.05], but those for mel-low and mel-low [recovery] are not [p = 0.93]).
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ulus conditions were equivalent for each individual cone irre-
spective of its relative expression of the two pigments [26].
(3) One of the conditions approximates the mouse’s experi-
ence of natural daylight. We recorded spectral irradiance pro-
files in horizontal view over a dusk transition in an urban setting
(solar angles from 29 to 30 under clear skies but outside of
direct sunlight; Figures 1A and 1B) and modeled the mouse’s
experience of these conditions by calculating the effective
photon flux for each of the mouse photopigments (Figure 1C).
At all positive solar elevations, the effective photon flux (mela-
nopsin, rod opsin, and MWS opsin) was roughly equivalent
andw10 times greater than that for SWS opsin. Our first stim-
ulus pair (spectra 1 and 3) maintained these activity ratios and
recreated the mouse’s experience of a solar angle of +8 on
our representative day. We therefore refer to this condition
as ‘‘daylight.’’ In the other stimulus pair (spectra 2 and 4;
termed ‘‘mel-low’’), the effective photon flux for melanopsin
was selectively reduced by 10 times.
As these experiments rely upon the daylight and mel-low
conditionsappearingequivalent tomousecones (at leastwithin
the resolution of our methods of assaying visual response), we
first undertookcontrol experiments toconfirm that thiswas true
(see also Figure S1 available online). Initially, we based these
upon electroretinography (although see also Figure 3). As mel-
anopsin is increasingly active at brighter backgrounds, our first
control was to show that ERG responses to daylight and mel-
low conditions (50 ms transition from ‘‘background’’ to ‘‘flash’’spectra at 1Hz)were indistinguishable at amoderate irradiance
(Figures 1E and 1F). We next showed that responses to these
stimuli were identical in mice lacking melanopsin (Opn42/2;
Opn1mwR) at bothmoderate (not shown) and high background
irradiances (Figures 1G and 1H).
Melanopsin-Driven Modulation of the Cone Flash ERG
Having validated daylight andmel-low stimuli, we continued to
present them to Opn1mwR mice at a high, melanopsin-active
irradiance. ERGb-wave amplitudewas reproducibly enhanced
in themel-low condition (Figure 2B). This change built up grad-
ually over several minutes following transition from mel-low to
daylight backgrounds (Figure 2C) and was reversible (Figures
2D and 2E). By changing our spectra to produce flash stimuli
representing a range of increases in effective cone photon
flux, we described contrast-response relationships under
background andmel-low conditions for this flash ERG. Behav-
ioral contrast sensitivity has recently been reported to be
impaired in Opn42/2 mice [27]; however, we did not find an
equivalent effect of dynamic modulations in melanopsin activ-
ity. Thus, b-wave amplitudewas greater acrossmost contrasts
in the mel-low condition, indicating increased response gain,
but no change in contrast sensitivity per se (Figures 2F and2G).
Melanopsin-Driven Changes in Visual Response Extend to
the dLGN
We next recorded responses of neurons in the dLGN, which
allowed us to determine whether these changes were
Figure 3. Melanopsin-Dependent Changes in the
dLGN Response to Flash Stimuli
(A and B) Responses to daylight and mel-low
flashes (50ms flash at 1 Hz, 200 repeats) in contra-
lateral dLGN were recorded using multielectrode
probes. (A) Top: targeted region in sagittal (left)
and coronal (right) views, with projected recording
site positions superimposed in orange. Bottom:
representative multiunit responses recorded in
the dLGN of an Opn1mwR mouse. Histograms
show mean changes in firing rate detected at
each of 32 recording sites (shown in gray). (B)
Changes in multiunit activity averaged across
multiple recording sites for a representative
Opn1mwR mouse in daylight and mel-low condi-
tions (black and blue lines, respectively), at full
(ND0) and 100 times reduced (ND2) irradiance.
Scale bars, 250 ms (x); 10 spikes/s (y).
(C) Mean change in multiunit firing rate over the
200 ms following flash onset for recording sites
across the dLGN of sixOpn1mwRmice was signif-
icantly different under daylight (black) and mel-
low (blue) at ND0 but not ND2 (paired t tests).
See also Figure S2D. Responses of representative
single units reveal that the change in global
response amplitude between mel-low and
daylight conditions at high irradiance (ND0) are
associated with alterations in response properties
for many single units. At left are peri-event rasters
for 200 repeats, with associated peri-event time
histograms to the right (flash onset at time zero).
(D) Responses of representative single units
reveal that the change in global response ampli-
tude between mel-low and daylight conditions at
high irradiance (ND0) are associated with alter-
ations in response properties for many single
units. At left are peri-event rasters for 200 repeats,
with associated peri-event time histograms to the
right (flash onset at time zero).
(E–H) The distribution of response latencies for
single units (E) reveals a slight change in timing
between conditions but no significant alteration
in response synchrony between mel-low and
daylight conditions (p > 0.05 for F-test comparison
of Gaussians fitted to the two distributions, R2 >
0.8).Distributionsof differences in responseampli-
tude (F) and trial-to-trial reproducibility (G; quanti-
fied as Pearson’s correlation coefficient) for single
units between conditions (mel-low 2 daylight)
reveal that a large fraction of units showed in-
creases in response amplitude and reliability in
themel-low condition. There was a significant cor-
relation between these two features (Pearson’s
correlation coefficient R2 = 0.16, p < 0.0001) across
the population of units (H). Data shown are from
161 single units isolated in six mice.
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2484propagated beyond the retina. Using multichannel electrodes,
we recorded responses to daylight and mel-low flash para-
digms across the contralateral dLGN (Figure 3A). To determine
whether the change in ERG b-wave amplitude had a simple
correlate in the dLGN response, we computed the mean
change in firing of multiunit activity across the dLGN of each
mouse. We found changes in this parameter across the exper-
imental conditions very similar to those observed in the ERG.
Thus, flash response amplitude was reduced for daylight
versus mel-low in Opn1mwR animals at high backgrounds,
but not in any of the control conditions (Figures 3B and 3C; Fig-
ures S2A–S2C).
To explore the origins of this alteration in global response
amplitude, we turned to examining responses at the single-unit level. Of 272 single units isolated from seven mice, 161 re-
sponded to the flash with, in all cases, increased firing. Many
units showed qualitative differences in response to mel-low
and daylight conditions (Figure 3D). In some cases, the tempo-
ral profile of stimulus evoked spikes changed (see Figure S3
for analysis of this feature). However, such changes in timing
could not explain the change in global response amplitude
(Figure 3B), as the predominant peak in firing was no less syn-
chronous across the dLGNpopulation in the daylight thanmel-
low condition (Figure 3E). Instead, we found that the increase
in global response amplitude in mel-low could be attributed
to a similar change at the single-unit level, with >75% of units
showinggreater light-evoked firing in this condition (Figure 3F).
Surveying responses to individual trials (Figure 3D) indicated
Figure 4. Spatial Tuning Properties Are Modulated According to Melanopsin Excitation
(A–C) Spatial receptive field mapping. RFs single dLGN units were mapped under both daylight and mel-low conditions using a white noise presentation of
black-and-white horizontal and vertical bars upon a gray background. (A) The location of spatial RFs for 17 cells from 4 Opn1mwR mice (circles show half-
maximum width of Gaussian fits of spike-triggered averages in each dimension). (B) RF diameter of these units (half-maximum bandwidth of Gaussian)
ranged from 5.6 to 23. (C) Spatial RFs mapped under both daylight and mel-low conditions for a representative unit. Heatmaps (scale is normalized
response) show response to bars in each orientation under each condition, derived spike triggered averages plotted above and to the left. Note the similarity
in RF position in each condition.
(D–G) Many units that failed to respond to the full-field flash under the daylight spectrum responded well to spatially structured stimuli. (D) Mean peri-event
histograms of baseline-subtracted firing rate to 200 presentations of full-field flashes (left) and 40 presentations of inverted gratings (0.035 cpd) in a repre-
sentative unit under daylight (black) and mel-low (blue) conditions. Flashes occurred at time 0 and 1 and grating inversions every 0.5 s starting at zero.
Spatial frequency tuning was examined by recording responses to 1 Hz inverting gratings at four orientations, at five different spatial frequencies
(0.035–0.56 cpd) in mel-low and daylight conditions. (E) Mean modulation in firing rate for individual cells when the grating in preferred orientation revealed
a shift in the spatial frequency tuning betweenmel-low and daylight condition. Responses to full-field stimuli plotted for reference (50ms flashes at 1 Hz). (F)
Distribution of preferred spatial frequency (maximum response) for single units in each condition; circle width scaled to represent number of cells in each
group (circle size for 10 cells shown above for comparison). Blue circle show cells with higher preferred spatial frequency in mel-low; gray cells show higher
preferred spatial frequency in daylight, and lilac cells with no change. (G) The mean response at different spatial frequencies from (E) is replotted for those
cells showing a higher preferred spatial frequency in daylight (gray circles in F; top graph), or the remaining cells (lilac and blue circles in F; bottom graph).
Data in (E) and (G) are fitted with partial Gaussian curves. Data shown indicate mean 6 SEM.
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trial-to-trial reproducibility. Indeed, there was an increase in
response reproducibility mel-low (paired t test, p < 0.0001; Fig-
ure 3G) that correlated strongly withmean response amplitude
(Pearson’s correlation coefficient R2 = 0.16, p < 0.0001; Fig-
ure 3H). These effects were absent in melanopsin knockout
mice (Figures S2D and S2E).
Changes in Spatial Frequency Preference
A predominant effect of switching from mel-low to daylight
conditions was thus a reduction in trial-to-trial reproducibility
of flash responses. This result is perhaps counterintuitive, in-
sofar as one might have expected visual performance to be
improved under the daylight spectrum, which approximates
the mouse’s experience of natural conditions. A possible
explanation for this apparent paradox is that the reduction inreproducibility of responses to the full-field flash reflects a
change in preference toward more complex visual stimuli. To
explore this possibility, we modified a digital mirror device
projector (DLP LightCommander, Logic PD), replacing the
intrinsic light engine with our own multispectral light source.
This allowed us to render back-projected, structured images
in the same mel-low versus daylight spectra.
We first looked at spatial response properties by mapping
receptive fields (RFs) in each condition. As expected, the
spatial location of RF centers was invariant between the two
conditions (Figure 4A). As previously reported [28, 29], there
was substantial diversity in RF size between units (Figure 4B.
Nonetheless, we did not find a single example of a significant
change in the size of RF centers betweenmel-low and daylight
(p > 0.05 for F-test comparisons of Gaussians fitted to spike-
triggered averages to bars presented in vertical and horizontal
Figure 5. Changes in Temporal Frequency Tun-
ing among Direction-Sensitive Units
(A) Temporal frequency tuning was assessed
by recording responses to drifting gratings
(0.035 cpd) moving in eight orientations, at four
temporal frequencies (0.2–2 Hz) in both daylight
and mel-low conditions. Across all temporal fre-
quencies, response amplitude (mean 6 SEM
peak firing rate; for all light-responsive units, n =
117 fromfivemice) was higher in the daylight con-
dition, but there was no change in the relative
effectiveness of different frequencies between
daylight and mel-low. Two-way repeated-mea-
sures ANOVA, significant effects of frequency
(p < 0.0001) and condition (p = 0.036), but not of
the frequency-condition interaction (p > 0.05).
(B–E) A subset of cells showed direction sensi-
tivity at one or more temporal frequencies. (B)
The number of direction-sensitive cells as a func-
tion of grating temporal frequency in daylight
(gray) and mel-low (blue) conditions, revealing a
switch to more abundant direction selectivity for
higher temporal frequencies in the daylight con-
dition. This was apparent also at the single-unit
level, with examples of cells switching the tempo-
ral frequency at which they were most direction
sensitive. (C) The DS index was compared for all
cells that were classed as direction sensitive in
any condition, at any frequency (data shown indi-
cate mean 6 SEM). This again revealed a signifi-
cant change in the temporal frequency tuning of
cell responses in mel-low and daylight condi-
tions, with repeated-measures two-way ANOVA
revealing significant increase in DS index at
1 Hz in the daylight condition (p < 0.001). (D and
E) Representatives of such behavior, with peristi-
mulus rate histograms and associated polar plots
depicting response amplitude formovement in each of eight directions differingmarkedly under daylight (black) andmel-low (blue) conditions. The temporal
frequency (TF) at which the grating was presented is provided above. (D) A cell with selectivity for direction of slow moving gratings (0.2 Hz) under the mel-
low but not day-light condition. (E) A cell showing direction sensitivity at higher frequencies in daylight but not mel-low.
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however, wewere unable tomap robust surround components
of the RF (Figure 4C). Because of this, we used an additional
approach to determine spatial feature preference and pre-
sented contrast inverting gratings over a range of spatial
frequencies.
The inverting gratings revealed responses to a wide range of
spatial frequencies in both conditions (Figures 4D and 4E). As a
population, however, there was a tendency for larger-ampli-
tude responses to finer gratings in the daylight condition.
The origin of this effect was revealed by comparing the
preferred spatial frequency of cells in mel-low and daylight
(Figure 4F). Although many (42/112) cells showed maximal re-
sponses to the same spatial frequency in both conditions,
there was an overall tendency for cells to prefer higher spatial
frequencies in daylight compared to mel-low (Wilcoxon
matched-pairs signed rank test, p < 0.05). Notably, those cells
switching spatial frequency preference also had the largest
reduction in full-field flash response (1.7 6 1.2 versus 7.5 6
1.6 spikes/s in daylight and mel-low, respectively; paired
t test, p < 0.001) and accounted for all the change in spatial fre-
quency tuning between conditions (Figure 4G). Themost com-
mon effect (displayed by 51% of units changing) was a shift
frompreferring the lowest frequency (0.0175 cycles per degree
[cpd]) to 0.035 cpd in the daylight condition. This optimal
grating size, which equates to a visual angle ofw14, is smaller
than the calculated RF center of these cells, but would be pre-
dicted to provide good contrast between the RF center andneighboring points of visual space. Such behavior could be
readily explained by strengthening of an inhibitory surround
to the RF. In any event, these data show that many dLGN neu-
rons adjust spatial frequency tuning between mel-low and
daylight conditions. For a substantial fraction this entails a
fundamental realignment from responding most to full-field
stimuli to preferring spatial patterns. Together, these changes
provide a simple explanation for the surprising reduction in re-
sponses to full-field flashes in the daylight condition.
Changes in Temporal Frequency Tuning
We next asked whether the changes in temporal profile of re-
sponses to full-field flashes observed upon switching from
mel-low to daylight conditions (see Figures 3D and S3) could
reflect alterations in temporal frequency preference of dLGN
units and therefore examined responses to drifting gratings
at different temporal frequencies (spatial frequency fixed at
0.035 cpd over eight directions of motion). More than 80% of
cells responding to drifting gratings responded to movements
in all directions. Response amplitude increased across all tem-
poral frequencies under the daylight condition (Figure 5A),
consistent with the view that responses to stimuli with appro-
priate spatial structure are improved in this condition (Figure 4).
However, therewas no difference in temporal frequency tuning
under mel-low and daylight spectra. Nor could we discern any
relationship between responses to the full-field flash and drift-
ing gratings to explain the changes in the temporal profile of
flash responses between these conditions (Figures S3C–S3E).
Figure 6. Responses to Natural Scenes in Daylight and Mel-Low Conditions
(A) Example frames from a short natural movie (micemoving around an open arena in horizontal view) presented toOpn1mwR andOpn42/2;Opn1mwRmice.
(B) Raster plots for four representative units fromOpn1mwRmice exposed to 50 repeats of the movie under either daylight (black) or mel-low (blue) spectra.
(C) The trial-to-trial reproducibility of firing patterns of individual units (estimated by Pearson’s correlation coefficient; autocorrelation) was significantly
higher in the daylight condition (paired t test, p < 0.01; n = 28 from four Opn1mwR mice).
(D) The similarity in firing pattern between pairs of units from the same mouse under mel-low and daylight conditions is depicted as signal correlation
(Pearson’s correlation coefficient; 28 pairs from four Opn1mwR mice). Signal correlation was significantly reduced under the daylight spectrum (paired
t test, p < 0.001). This was especially apparent for those pairs of units showing high correlation (>0.25) in either or both conditions, the pink data points.
(E–G) The response of melanopsin knockout mice to the movie was similar in daylight and mel-low spectra. (E) Raster plot of firing of a representative
Opn42/2;Opn1mwR unit in response to the movie under daylight (black) and mel-low (blue) conditions. At the population level (33 single units from three
mice), there was no difference in autocorrelation (F) or signal correlation (G) between daylight and mel-lo conditions. Data shown indicate mean 6 SEM.
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in feature selectivity betweenmel-low and daylight conditions.
As previously reported [29], a subset of units preferred for
movement in a particular direction (direction sensitive; see
Experimental Procedures). Under both mel-low and daylight
spectra, these direction-sensitive cells accounted for w16%
of the total. For all such cells, the degree of response suppres-
sion for motion in the null direction varied according to the
temporal frequency of the stimulus (representative examples
shown in Figures 5D and 5E). Under the mel-low condition
the prevalence of direction sensitivity was highest for the
slowest movement (0.2 Hz; corresponding to grating motion
of 6/s), while under daylight this occurred at 1 Hz (29/s; Fig-
ures 5B–5D). This switch to preferring higher frequencies was
also apparent in comparisons of direction selectivity (DS)
index (Figure 5E). These data therefore indicate that, for at
least a subset of direction-sensitive cells, the change in mela-
nopsin effective photon flux drives an alteration in preferred
speed of motion.Melanopsin-Dependent Changes in Response to Natural
Movies
Having described differences in feature preference under
daylight versus mel-low spectra using artificial stimuli,
we finally set out to determine their implication for the
dLGN’s ability to encode naturalistic stimuli. To this end,
we projected movies of a natural scene (mice moving
around an open arena; Figure 6A) in each condition. This
short movie (30 s) was presented repeatedly over a 30 min
period, enabling us to identify many units (w30% of all cells)
with highly reproducible firing patterns across multiple pre-
sentations (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures,
Natural Movie Correlation Analyses). We found many in-
stances in which the firing pattern of units from Opn1mwR
mice was reliable for multiple presentations of the movie
under either mel-low or daylight spectra, but diverged sub-
stantially between the two conditions (Figure 6B). These
were absent from recordings in Opn42/2;Opn1mwR animals
(Figure 6E).
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of responses to artificial stimuli with appropriate spatial struc-
ture under the daylight spectrum (Figure 4C), we expected to
see a similar increase in response reliability for the naturalistic
movies in this condition. We therefore computed the trial-to-
trial correlation for each unit under each condition (‘‘autocorre-
lation’’; see Experimental Procedures), and found that single-
unit responses were indeed more reliable enhanced in the
daylight condition (Figure 6C). Importantly, this effect was
absent in Opn42/2;Opn1mwR animals (Figure 6F).
A couple of features of the response to artificial stimuli sug-
gest that the visual representation of visual scenes across
dLGN neurons could be more diverse (richer) in the daylight
condition: changes in spatial frequency tuning (Figure 4) indi-
cate that a subset of dLGN neurons provide finer spatial reso-
lution of visual features; and alterations in the behavior of
direction-sensitive units (Figure 5) imply that this aspect of
motion is tracked over a wider range of velocities. To deter-
mine whether responses across the population were indeed
more varied in the daylight condition, we computed the corre-
lation between mean firing response patterns of pairs of units
from each animal (‘‘signal correlation’’). To limit the risk of sam-
pling bias, we did not restrict our analysis to units with equiv-
alent spatial RFs or related feature selectivity; our only
constraint was that the units included had an RF centered
within the projection screen and that they responded consis-
tently to at least some aspect of the movie (see Experimental
Procedures). As might be predicted, therefore, we found sub-
stantial variability in the signal correlation between pairs of
units within a single animal. Nevertheless, even in this unfil-
tered data set there was a significant increase in signal corre-
lation in the mel-low compared to daylight condition in
Opn1mwR animals (Figure 6D). This effect was enhanced if
one restricted analysis to those pairs with relatively high
pairwise correlations in either condition (Pearson’s linear cor-
relation coefficient > 0.25). Once again, Opn42/2;Opn1mwR
animals lacked this change (Figure 6G). We conclude that mel-
anopsin-driven adjustments in the visual response allow the
visual code to provide a richer, less redundant representation
of natural scenes.
Discussion
Here, we have applied the concepts ofmetamerism and recep-
tor silent substitution to compare responses to visual stimuli
presented under conditions that differ only in their effective
photon flux for melanopsin. The first condition (daylight)
approximates the mouse’s experience of natural daylight,
while in the second condition (mel-low), those wavelengths
to which melanopsin is most responsive, were selectively
depleted. Switching between daylight and mel-low conditions
resulted in substantial alterations in visual responses in the
retina and dLGN. These were caused by fine changes in stim-
ulus selectivity in spatial and temporal dimensions at the
single-neuron level. Such changes in feature preference were
associated with quantitative improvements in the dLGN’s abil-
ity to encode natural scenes when presented in the daylight
condition.
To reveal the impact of melanopsin on conventional vision, it
was necessary to devise a method of selectively modulating
the activity of melanopsin in an animal with a fully functional
visual system. Our approach adopts the concept of metam-
erism: that stimuli differing markedly in spectral composition
can appear indistinguishable for one or more classes ofphotoreceptor. In this case, our mel-low and daylight condi-
tions are designed to appear equivalent for cones. One feature
of the approach is that it cannot reveal any contribution of
ipRGCs to adaptation at lower irradiances when their activity
depends upon rods and cones. Our data thus likely underesti-
mate the contribution of ipRGCs to retinal physiology.
While our conclusions do not require that the rate of photon
capture by all cones is absolutely identical under mel-low and
daylight conditions (a practical impossibility), it is important
that they are sufficiently similar as to make any difference in
cone response fall below the detection limits of our methods.
We are confident that this is the case. We have designed
these stimuli based upon extensive measurements of the
in vivo spectral sensitivity of mouse cones [25, 30, 31]. More-
over, both ERG and dLGN responses are indistinguishable
between mel-low and daylight conditions when working at
light levels below those favored by melanopsin and under
all conditions in mice lacking melanopsin. Finally, the
changes in response properties we observe build up over
several minutes of exposure to the new background (Fig-
ure 2), consistent with a gradual, melanopsin-dependent
adjustment in visual response, but not with a fundamental dif-
ference in the cone experience of the two conditions, which
should be apparent from the very first presentation of the
new stimulus.
What functional advantage could be gained by adjusting
vision according to a melanopsin-dependent assessment of
irradiance? Light adaptation in visual circuits involves changes
in the behavior of individual synapses and the nature and
extent of connections between pairs of neurons. One function
of this adaptation is to conserve the visual code against
changes in irradiance; another is to adjust circuitry to take
advantage of irradiance-dependent increases in signal reli-
ability and/or changes in photoreceptor temporal resolution
[1, 2, 32–34]. However, these two features are in some ways
contradictory. Viewed from the perspective of a circuit element
chargedwith achieving the second of these goals, the fact that
light adaptation upstream in the circuit minimizes the impact of
changes in background light levels on incoming signals makes
it more difficult to accurately assess irradiance. Basing adap-
tation instead on an independent measure of irradiance not
subject to the same light adaptation processes, as shown
here for melanopsin, is one solution to this problem. If such a
general mechanism were to explain the influence of melanop-
sin in the mouse retina, one might expect to find independent
irradiance codes also in other visual systems. Indeed, this
seems to be the case. Thus, in fish and other lower vertebrates,
a range of non-rod, non-cone photopigments are expressed
widely in inner retinal neurons [35–38]. Meanwhile, in
Drosophila, a recent publication reports regulation of vision
by cryptochrome, the fly’s version of an irradiance measure-
ment system [39].
The simplest effect we observe is smaller responses to a full-
field flash in the daylight condition. This is apparent in the ERG
and in the LGN at both population and single-unit levels. Using
spatially structured stimuli reveals that this effect represents a
widespread shift in spatial frequency tuning. Many dLGN units
that respondwell to full-field flashes and gratings at the lowest
spatial frequencies in mel-low switch to preferring higher
spatial frequencies under daylight (w0.035 cpd). Future work
will be required to define the changes in visual circuits under-
lying these effects. There are multiple reports of luminance-
and/or irradiance-dependent changes in spatial frequency
preference (although generally at lower light levels than
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such changes involve alterations in the inhibitory surround
provided by retinal horizontal and amacrine cells. These cell
types therefore seem likely targets of melanopsin control.
Inhibitory amacrine cells are also responsible for establishing
direction selectivity [43, 44], implicating changes in their activ-
ity also as a likely origin of the melanopsin-dependent change
in temporal frequency tuning of direction sensitive units that
we observe (Figure 5).
While our ERG data reveal that at least some melanopsin-
driven changes in visual response originate with the retina,
our study does not preclude a contribution of central process-
ing within the brain. These retinal changes could themselves
involve feedback via centrifugal histaminergic [45, 46] and/or
serotonergic [47] projections. Moreover, thalamic and thala-
mocortical circuits allow plenty of opportunity for fine-tuning
visual responses. It may therefore be that some of the changes
in visual feature selectivity we see in the dLGN reflect an
impact of melanopsin-based assessments of irradiance within
the brain itself. These could extend to melanopsin-driven in-
creases in arousal or attention, although any such effect would
likely be specific to vision as responses to another sensory
stimulus were indistinguishable under the two lighting condi-
tions (Figure S4).
Our findings add to the growing evidence that the sensory
requirements of ipRGCs should influence lighting design
[48]. Most incandescent and fluorescent lighting is long wave-
length biased compared to natural light and thus deficient in
those wavelengths to which melanopsin is most sensitive,
effectively recapitulating our mel-low condition. While the de-
gree to which melanopsin excitation is reduced in our experi-
mental mel-low condition is probably several times greater
than in most artificial lighting, these data do imply that
choosing light sources that more closely approximate mela-
nopsin’s experience of daylight may bring qualitative improve-
ments in visual performance.Experimental Procedures
In Vivo Electrophysiology
Animal care was in accordance with the UK Animals, Scientific Proce-
dures, Act (1986). ERGs and dLGN responses were recorded concurrently
from 13 Opn1mwR and eight Opn42/2;Opn1mwR male mice (aged
3–6 months) anesthetized with urethane (1.6 g/kg, 30% w/v; Sigma-
Aldrich). dLGN recordings employed a 32-channel probe (A4x8-5mm-50-
200-413; Neuronexus). Recording methods as previously reported [49].
In addition, a separate set of mice (six Opn1mwR and three Opn42/2;
Opn1mwR males) was used to record responses in the dLGN to spatially
structured stimuli.
Visual Stimuli
Full-field visual stimuli were generated using three independently controlled
LEDs (lmax 365, 460, and 600 nm; Cairn Research). LEDs were combined
to generate two background and stimulus combinations that are summa-
rized in Figure 1D. The approach is equivalent to that described in [48],
using spectral efficiency functions available at http://lucasgroup.lab.ls.
manchester.ac.uk/research/measuringmelanopicilluminance. Structured
images were presented using a custom-made light source containing four
independently controlled LEDs (lmax 405, 455, 525, and 630 nm; Phlatlight
PT-120 Series, Luminus Devices), directed into a digital mirror device pro-
jector (DLP LightCommander).Supplemental Information
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and four figures and can be foundwith this article online at http://dx.doi.org/
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